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THEOLOGY

Benedikt Jürgens / Matthias Sellman (eds)
Who decides Who can decide What?
•
•

On the need for reforms in church leadership
The current crisis in the Catholic Church is
recognisably a leadership crisis. Against this
background, the book draws together texts on
leadership research from all theological disciplines
and orders them into a criteriology of ecclesiastical
decision-making practice. In this way, it enables us
to overcome the current blockade and thus makes
an important contribution to the Synodal Way of
the German Church.

02312 / [542] / 368 pages
November 2020
All rights available

Theology

Benedikt Kranemann / Stefan Kopp (eds)
Worship and Church Images
•
•

Theological trends
Worship and church images are closely related.
This anthology takes up this discussion, gives it a
clear profile from the signatures of the present
and sets far-reaching new accents for theological
discussion. At a time when the Catholic Church is
reflecting on its self-understanding and farreaching reforms are pending, this book illustrates
how liturgy can contribute to the development of
images of the Church today.

02313 / [542] / 352 pages
January 2021
All rights available

Theology

H-J. Höhn / S. Wendel / G. Reimann / J. Tappen (eds)
Analytical and Continental Theology in Dialogue
•

The plurality of theological approaches has
recently been confronted with a claim to
exclusivity by parts of analytical theology.
Representatives of ‘continental’ theology see
themselves challenged to a meta-discourse on the
question of how theology is to be fundamentally
formatted today. This book offers a platform for
direct argumentative exchange – the first of its
kind.

02314 / [542] / 472 pages
January 2021
All rights available

Theology

Astrid Heidemann (ed)
Fullness of Life - Experimental Investigation of a
Theological Guiding Concept
Which keyword is suitable in our time to exemplify
Christian narrative in order to have a powerful effect
on mankind? Is "fullness of life" a suitable
hermeneutical keyword for theology in times of
economically dominated anthropology? The
contributions to this book discuss this question from
exegetical, historical, systematic, practical and
pedagogical perspectives.

02315 / [542] / 280 pages
March 2021
All rights available

Theology

Alois Grillmeier / Astrid Heidemann (ed)
Jesus Christ in The Faith of The Church
•
•
•

The Church in Persia
Volume 2/5
This book analyses the Christology of the East Syriac
Church. Beginning with a monographic study on the
Christology of the homilies of Narsai and the Theodorians
after Ephesus. It continues via Mar Aba and his school,
the synodal confessions of the Persian Church and then
on to John of Dalyatha and Timothy I the Great. It
features the research of Luise Abramowski,
complemented by contributions by Theresia Hainthaler,
who also edited and processed the entire book.

39025 / [542] / 656 pages
May 2021
All rights available

Theology

Christoph Markschies
A Theological History of Christianity
•
•
•

History, present and future of an academic discipline
Publications of Pope Benedict XVI Visiting
Professorship
A theological history of Christianity has long been
suspected of ideology. It has been under discussion as
to whether the history of Christianity should rather be
understood as a special field of general
historiography. This book examines the background of
the discussion and formulates its own position on the
future of the discipline in the context of current
debates.

39049 / [542] / 264 pages
Februar 2022
All rights available

Theology

Philippa Rath (ed)
“… because God wants It so”
•
•

Women tell of their calling as deaconesses and
priests
Their vocational experiences, their passionate,
"priestly" and diaconal commitment testify to
great suffering, but also to an increasing lack of
understanding regarding current church law, which
still excludes women from all ordained offices. A
theologically and pastorally well-founded appeal
for a rethinking of the church and a change in the
understanding of ministry.

39153 / [542] / 304 pages
January 2021
All rights available

Theology

Gerhard Lohfink
Spanning Heaven and Earth
•
•

Re-exploring great Bible texts
Those who believe span the distance between
heaven and earth. They look to heaven, and yet
are firmly rooted on earth. They admire the
immensity of the cosmos - and marvel at a tiny
flower. They know that they are dust – and yet at
the same time have experienced the
unfathomable love of their Creator. 70 central
biblical texts interpreted for those who long to
understand the Bible more profoundly.

38810 / [542] / 320 pages
February 2021
English, Korean and Portuguese (BR) rights sold

Theology

Eberhard Schockenhoff
The Art of Loving
•
•

Towards a new form of sexual ethics
Until his death, Eberhard Schockenhoff worked
hard to transform perspectives on sexuality, away
from finger-pointing towards a new form of sexual
ethics. Taking biblical perspectives into account
and in discourse with modern human sciences, he
puts the Church's sexual morality to the test and
presents a new form of sexual ethics that
corresponds more closely to the views of the
modern day world whilst also drawing on Church
traditions.

38975 / [542] / 488 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Theology

Klaus Berger
Silence
•
•

•

A theology of silence
Klaus Berger takes a comprehensive look at
silence: in biblical testimony, in mysticism and
monasticism, in the liturgy, in creation, in heaven,
in the Sabbath and Holy Saturday.
According to Berger, silence in Christianity is how
God reveals himself. This is especially the case
when people allow themselves to be touched by
God's silence, when they become similar to God in
their own silence, when they turn to God in silence
and sense his will and when they love in silence.

38740 / [542] / 200 pages
February 2021
Italian and Spanish rights sold

Theology

Willibald Sandler
Charismatic, Evangelical and Catholic
•
•

A theological differentiation of the spirits
A certain polarization has developed within the
Catholic Church to groups of charismaticevangelical Christians. The author returns to the
beginnings of the evangelical, Pentecostal and
charismatic movements and provides examples of
a mystagogical theology that leads deeper into the
gratifying and at the same time unsettling mystery
of God. He shows that a theologically educated
mind is not an obstacle but an indispensable help.
A book for charismatic-evangelical Catholics and
for those struggling with this new trend.

38703 / [542] / 240 pages
May 2021
All rights available

Theology

Peter Neuner
Struggling for Unity
•
•

Experiences with ecumenism over five decades
"Harvesting the Fruits" gathers together the
results of ecumenical work ensuring that these are
documented for the future and that each new
generation does not have to start from scratch
again. Within this framework, Peter Neuner
reports on his ecumenical experiences. A personal
testimony with memories covering half a century
of ecumenical work, combined with the hope that
it will ignite new impulses for Christian unity.

38956 / [542] / 232 pages
March 2021
All rights available

Theology

Hubertus Lutterbach
Archaean Religiosity in Modernity
•

A sheep is sacrificed in front of a jumbo jet, ready for
take-off, to protect passengers. God's wrath because
of same sex marriages. Sexuality as the utmost source
of impurity. Although simple religious phenomena
occur in many places all over the world and the media
report on them, they often leave religiously
enlightened people helpless, even horrified. These
phenomena have hardly played a role in theology and
this is where this book has a role to play. Based on
Karl Jaspers' distinction between advanced and
simple religious cultures this book provides
orientation drawing on references to the history of
religion.

38971 / [542] / 352 pages
April 2021
All rights available

Theology

Hubert Irsigler
Images of God in the Old Testament
•
•

From Israel's beginnings to the end of the exilic era
Christians asking about the living God are first
referred to the Bible of Jesus, the Old Testament.
In it an understanding of biblical Israel is grounded
in textual images of God. The author traces the
path of these Godly images of Israel. In the
process, "transgressive tendencies" are revealed,
which do not annul older concepts, but lead to a
new way of thinking about God. A fundamental
work on the history of monotheism!

38345 / [542] / 1416 pages
January 2021
All rights available

Theology

Sigrid Müller / Kerstin Schlögl-Flierl
A Short History of Moral Theology
•

Reflections on how one can and should act
properly as a Christian have accompanied
Christianity since its beginnings and adopted many
forms of expression. Around 1600 a separate
subject, "Moral Theology" was introduced at
universities. This book presents examples of the
central stages of the history of this development.
Emphasis is placed on the Catholic theological line
of development from the Reformation onwards.
Christian ethics must always be seen in a historical
context that shapes it and to which it reacts.

38815 / [542] / 304 pages
October 2021
All rights available

Theology

Wilfried Eisel
A Short Introduction to the New Testament
•

The main task of an introduction to the New
Testament is to clarify as far as possible the
conditions under which New Testament literature
came into being. Often, however, the writings of
the NT only indirectly reveal who wrote them,
when, for whom and using which sources. This
new introduction provides an overview of the 27
writings of the NT in their canonical order as well
as a contemporary outline of the historical
framework in which they are placed.

38955 / [542] / 112 pages
March 2021
All rights available

Theology

Ludger Schenke
Jesus’ Other Testimony
•
•

The theological alternative to John’s Gospel
John’s Gospel is part of the Christian canon, and
has been undisputedly from the beginning. Its
literary conception and theological structure,
however, differ considerably from the Synoptics,
whose conception entered the Creed almost
unchanged. For example, John knows no virgin
birth and no atoning death. How do we deal with
these differences? What alternative does the
fourth Gospel provide? Ludger Schenke explores
these questions by tracing the theological
structure of John's Gospel.

39048 / [542] / 160 pages
March 2021
Portuguese (BR) rights sold

Theology

Michael Böhnke
God’s Word moved by the Spirit
•
•

Pneumatological approach to the Trinity
For centuries, theology has been spiritually
oblivious or has relegated the Spirit of God to
inwardness. In contrast, Böhnke examines the
character of the Spirit associated with Jesus and
the significance of "the words of the Spirit" on the
basis of practical pneumatology and a Christology
grounded in biblical theology. Michael Böhnke
develops a new doctrine of the Trinity with direct
practical references.

38844 / [542] / 304 pages
March 2021
Italian rights sold

Theology

Dorothea Sattler
Salvation?
•

This new edition of the standard book on
soteriology develops an experiential discourse on
"salvation“. It takes into account, among other
things, insights from the Corona pandemic, new
publications on the soteriological relevance of
Jesus' death, ecological thematical aspects in the
context of the doctrine of creation, the
increasingly virulent question of the significance of
Jesus' natural gender as a man, and insights from
interreligious discussions.

38959 / [542] / 512 pages
May 2021
All rights available

Theology

Josef Römelt
Fulfilment in this World
•
•

How current contemporary utopias challenge the
Christian message of salvation
The religious promise of a final anchorage in God, in a life
after death, seems to pale nowadays in comparison to
the fascination of this world, of life in the here and now.
This book explores the spiritual atmosphere of the
present and enters into a dialogue with the thinkers Yuval
Noah Harari ("Homo Deus") and Hartmut Rosa
("Resonance"), whose utopias have found a resounding
echo in current times. The author shows how faith can
discover new language: incorporating the human longing
for deep vitality and joie de vivre. It is also an invitation
to trust oneself even in the borderline experiences of
failure, illness and death.

39043 / [542] / 240 pages
March 2021
All rights available

Theology

Johannes Hoff
Defending the Saints
•
•

Anthropology of digital transformation
The digital revolution has exposed the modern
opposites of the natural and the artificial, facts
and values as myths. Human intelligence is
increasingly being aligned with decision-making
processes of artificial computing machines. Hoff
shows that these challenges require a radical
revision of anthropological background
assumptions. Human dignity hangs on the thread
of spiritual "self-technologies" that revitalise our
sense of the sacred.

38966 / [542] / 512 pages
April 2021
All rights available

Theology

Gerhard Gäde
Many Religions – which Truth?
•
•

A new look at non-Christian religions
This book shows that the Christian message also
enables us to attribute unsurpassable truth and
salvific character to other religions, without
relativising the Christian claim to truth. In a
generally understandable way, it leads the reader
step by step to a fascinating view called
"interiorism", which is illustrated by the example
of Islam. Numerous graphics facilitate the
understanding of this new approach.

38973 / [542] / 192 pages
March 2021
Italian rights sold

Theology

Matthias Daufratshofer
The Papal Magisterium put to the Test of History
•
•

Franz Hürth SJ as “Holy Ghostwriter” of Popes Pius XI and
Pius XII
Popes Pius XI and Pius XII issued numerous magisterial
documents: from an encyclical on marriage and sexual
morality to the Marian dogma of 1950. But who actually
wrote them? How does a dogma come into being and
how does the Pope's orchestration of an infallible
proclamation come about? Can Catholic doctrine develop
or even be corrected? New documents allow us to gain
access to the desk of a ghost writer: the Jesuit Franz
Hürth. They unexpectedly open up historically based
options for the current reform discussion in the Catholic
Church.

38988 / [542] / 560 pages
April 2021
All rights available

Theology

W. Beck / I. Nord / J. Valentin (eds)
Theology and Digitality
•
•

A compendium
Digital transformation is practically
incomprehensible in its dynamics and
consequences. It also has a massive impact on the
church and theology. The contributions to this
comprehensive compendium explore its various
facets and offer an insightful overview: the culture
of digitality, the theological-anthropological
dimension, the ecclesial dimension, the word of
God as well as media-ethical classifications.

38849 / [542] / 256 pages
May 2021
All rights available

Theology

J. Sautermeister / A. Odenthal (eds)
Powerlessness. Power. Abuse
•
•

Theological analysis of a systemic problem
This book focuses on how sexual abuse could be
implemented on such a scale. This presupposes
abusive power structures. The texts analyse these
connections in an interdisciplinary dialogue
between sociology and psychoanalysis.
Perspectives are developed for dealing with the
phenomenon of power abuse in institutions such
as the Catholic Church. This book provides an
important contribution towards coming
reconciliation with the subject of sexual abuse
within the Catholic Church.

38875 / [542] / 200 pages
March 2021
All rights available

Theology

Markus Knapp / Franz Gruber (eds)
Knowledge and Faith
•

•

Theological reactions to the work by Jürgen
Habermas „Auch eine Geschichte der Philosophie“.
With a response by Jürgen Habermas.
In his book "Also a history of philosophy", Jürgen
Habermas reconstructs the discourse on faith and
knowledge, from which, not least, the secular world
results. Whether and how this discourse can continue
in order to save modernity from derailment is,
however, questionable. This book takes a critical and
forward-looking view at the work from a theological
perspective. In a separate text, Jürgen Habermas
responds to the texts.

38891 / [542] / 256 pages
May 2021
All rights available

Theology

George Augustin (ed)
The Eucharist and Renewal
•
•

Ways to missionary awakening
The renewal of faith is the order of the day, a
departure from the sources of faith is necessary.
What is the role of the Eucharist in this context?
How can its mystery be grasped more deeply so
that it becomes a source of strength for the
urgently needed new evangelisation? The texts in
this book provide valuable orientation and
inspiration from diverse perspectives.

38965 / [542] / 224 pages
April 2021
All rights available

Theology

COMMUNITY &
PASTORAL CARE

Klaus Vellguth / Judith Lurweg (eds)
New Beginnings
•
•

Celebrating Easter differently
At Easter, Christianity celebrates the beginning of
new life, life that has overcome death for all time.
This feast, which illuminates the dark night like a
confirmation of the prophetic word "Behold, I
make all things new", invites us to look at what
may become new in ourselves, in our communities
and in the Church.

07301 / [543] / 80 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Community
& Pastoral Care

Klaus Vellguth / Judith Lurweg (eds)
Breaking into New Territory
•
•

Celebrating Lent differently
Lent is an encouragement to inner and outer
renewal for both individuals, groups and whole
congregations! The focus of this Lenten book is on
embarking into new realms - serving life,
celebrating faith, finding new ways in one's own
life and in the life of the church. Texts, impulses,
ideas and templates for worship and
congregational work are aids to put this into
practice.

07300 / [543] / 80 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Community
& Pastoral Care

Hans Hirling
Compendium of 333 Games and Relay Games
•
•

For youth camps and schools
This book contains over 333ideas for games and
relays for school sports days or other sporting
events with larger and smaller groups. There are
practical tips for the planning and successful
execution of creative games. An ideal book for all
those involved with children and youth work.

37673 / [543] / 224 pages
June 2021
Czech rights sold

Community
& Pastoral Care

RELIGIOUS FICTION

Felicitas Hoppe
Ferryman, Fetch me Over!
•
•

Pious heresies
Born as the third of five children to Silesian
refugees, Felicitas Hoppe was brought up in a
Catholic family background. Her earliest memories
of the Bible are of her mother reading Bible stories
and she and her siblings drawing colourful pictures
in a trusted and safe environment. She still feeds
on these inspiring, imaginative stories. We can
imagine, a battery being charged full of images,
texts and sounds from which Felicitas Hoppe dips
into for her stories, children's books, novels and
essays.

39038 / [112] / 176 pages
March 2021
All rights available

Religious Fiction

Sibylle Lewitscharoff / Heiko Michael Hartmann
Waiting for…
•
•
•

Judgement and redemption: A poetical dispute that
takes place in the afterlife
One of Germany’s most important writers on the
themes that have determined her life
Two souls sit on a bench in the hereafter waiting.
They have died in a plane crash. They happened to be
sitting next to each other on the plane. They start
chatting and then move on to the bigger questions of
life: the relationship between body and soul, dying
and death, judgement, redemption and salvation. A
surprising, entertaining and thought-provoking book
that is pure pleasure to read.

39212 / [926] / 208 pages
September 2020
All rights available

Religious Fiction

Patrick Roth
God's Quartet
•
•

Tales of an exilant told in beautiful prose: Religion
meets literature at its best!
The death of his therapist prompts a well-known
writer to fly back to Los Angeles to attend her
memorial service. In his luggage he has God`s
Quartet, four narrative essays, which he has
dedicated to her. The narrative texts in God's
Quartet speak of the divine and the soul. Biblical
figures such as Abraham, Samuel, Samson and
Paul are brought to life. A literary masterpiece!

38809 / [926] / 128 pages
August 2020
All rights available

Religious Fiction

RELIGION & SOCIETY

Franz Alt
Love not Betrayal
•
•

The true story of Jesus, Mary Magdalene and
Judas
He is the epitome of the rotten traitor and she is
the most colourful woman in Christianity:
countless rumours and conjectures surround Judas
and Mary Magdalene, which have fascinated
people for two millennia. Franz Alt presents Judas
as a friend of Jesus and Mary Magdalene as a
person who does not deserve the muckraking
image attributed to her. A captivating foray
through the Bible and church history with
spectacular twists.

38709 / [926] / 320 pages
March 2021
All rights available

Religion & Society

Thomas Frings / Sr. Emmanuela Kohlhaas
Disobedience
•
•

A test of endurance
What kind of God is this? The story of Abraham and
Isaac fascinates and disturbs us to this day. The
authors look at this biblical story from a new
perspective. We learn how Isaac struggled and cursed
when he realised what God demanded of his father.
Abraham is portrayed with all his doubts, his
brokenness. Sarah as a mother and strong woman
shouts out her impatience and anger, but also her
faith to the world. The authors approach the
characters in a new and exciting way turning this
disturbing story into a gripping biblical adventure.

38798 / [926] / 240 pages
April 2021
All rights available

Religion & Society

Rainer Harter
Radical Love
•
•

Nice is too little – how we can become genuine
followers of Jesus
"The time to believe in Jesus is over. Now is the
time to follow." When it comes to discipleship,
Rainer Harter knows no compromise. As director
of the interdenominational House of Prayer in
Freiburg, he has developed a concept of
discipleship that leaves no room for empty
phrases. In this book he shows the radicality and
beauty of discipleship. He is a motivator who
provides concrete practical examples and
instructions. A passionate, inspiring book.

03311 / [926] / 208 pages
April 2021
All rights available

Religion & Society

Jonas Goebel
Jesus, there’s no Milk left
•
•

My weird flat mates and I.
"Hi, I'm Jesus. I live here now." With these words,
Jesus moves in with Jonas and his girlfriend. While
they roam the pubs together, watch Netflix and
cheer up the senior citizens, Jonas can finally ask
Jesus questions that have been preying on his
mind for a long time: What does Jesus think of our
church services and nativity plays? What is his
opinion on climate protection? Does heaven have
an upper limit? A young pastor’s witty novel that
invites discussion!

38957 / [926] / 160 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Religion & Society

Simone Paganini
Uncensored
•
•
•

What you always wanted to know about sex in the
Bible, but never dared to ask. Power, love, intrigues
Illustrated by Esther Lanfermann
What do you know about Solomon's love life and his
1000 wives? Why are there several prostitutes in
Jesus' family tree? And why did Lot's daughters sleep
with their father? Many stories are given a wide berth
in the church - especially Bible stories about sex. Yet
the Bible is surprisingly open about sex in all its
facets. Biblical scholar Simon Paganini takes a closer
look at these stories. A knowledgeable and exciting
book about sex in the Bible, providing the reader with
many surprising insights.

03275 / [926] / 160 pages
February 2021
Italian rights sold

Religion & Society

Susanne Niemeyer
Look!
•
•

Stories of discovery
Seen it all already? Recognised everything? The
five chapters are about seeing, discovering and
being seen. A different perspective, a word in a
word, an alternative, a mission, the invisible. Each
chapter consists of a collage, a short text and a
dialogue with Jesus. Because only those who look
more closely will be surprised.

38864 / [926] / 144 pages
April 2020
All rights available

Religion & Society

Sophia Fritz
God never offered me the Familiar Form of Address
•

Sophia Fritz keeps a bucket list of things she would
like to believe in, but sometimes life gets in the
way. Her childhood view of God is no longer so
simple, broken relationships have made her doubt
love, and seeing people's suffering has made her
angry with God. Her book is an honest and
authentic story of her search for faith. Why she
was never happy at Christmas, how Job enriched
her life and why, even though God never offered
her the familiar form or address, he does not let
her go.

03281 / [926] / 176 pages
February 2021 (new edition)
All rights available

Religion & Society

Henning Sußebach
Dear Sophie!
•
•

Letter to my daughter
A letter from a father to his twelve years old
daughter on the transition from childhood to
adolescence. Sometimes anxious, sometimes
funny, sometimes angry, but always full of
affection and trust. A moving plea to enable a
positive and healthy childhood, unburdened by
fear, anxiety and stress. His aim is to nurture
confidence, curiosity and independence, leading
children to healthy, balanced lives.

03222/ [973] / 144 pages
March 2021 (new edition)
All rights available

Religion & Society

Jana Highholder
Double the Blessing
•
•

God has plans
"God's Influencer" Jana Highholder speaks
honestly and personally about her faith, her
feelings and her experiences with God. She tells of
moments full of sadness, anger and despair, but
also moments full of genuine joy, infinite gratitude
and deep love. And she tells of her visions, dreams
and hopes. Jana is convinced that God has great
plans not only for her, but for each and everyone
of us. There is no obstacle that God cannot
overcome.

03285/ [926] / 160 pages
March 2021
All rights available

Religion & Society

Christian Löhr
Blessing Ahead
•
•

A priest on the high seas
Some spend their dream holiday on a boat, but it
is Christian Löhr’s workplace. He quickly notices
that when the ballast of everyday life falls away,
his fellow passengers are ready to talk literally
about "God and the world", about their longings
and disappointments. Christian Löhr recounts his
experiences in this gripping and very readable
book. Is the Church ready to pick up speed again?

38958 / [926] / 160 pages
April 2021
All rights available

Religion & Society

Willibert Pauels
Give us Our Daily Comfort
•
•

Stories of hope by a pious jester
The Church is systemically relevant because it
regulates the moral coexistence of people? Not
likely! Willibert Pauls, Cologne’s Carnival King and
Catholic deacon, examines the very core of
religion, Christianity and the Church. Faith is not
there to teach us decent manners, but to bring
comfort to a battered and torn world. In 12
exemplary, humorous stories, Pauls emphasises
what really matters. With the wink of a jester, yet
always profound.

38858 / [926] / 192 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Religion & Society

Muna Tatari / Klaus von Stosch
Prophet – Virgin – Mother
•
•

Mary in the Koran
She is the only woman the Koran mentions by
name - more often than Muhammad or Jesus. To
this day, the esteem in which Mary is held by
Christians and Muslims is unbroken. Mary has,
however, also always been the cause of
estrangement between the two religions. Muna
Tatari and Klaus von Stosch create a dialogue
between the Mary of the Koran and the Mary of
the Catholic Church. An example of a successful
and constructive Christian-Islamic dialogue.

38964 / [927] / 432 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Religion & Society

Teresa Zukic
God is Crazy about You!
•

This book is full of good thoughts at a time when
courage, hope and trust are especially important.
Sister Teresa, known to many as a skateboarding nun
and divine advisor, has put her most beautiful prayers
and blessings on paper. The poetic texts are a source
of strength, give consolation, encourage courage, and
awake zest for life. Teresa Zukic, with her charisma
and her incomparable, captivating way of making the
reader feel unconditionally accepted and loved calls
out to everyone: "God is crazy about You!" - These
words contain support and direction, belonging and
optimism. This little book is an irreplaceable
companion - even for the depths of life.

03290 / [191] / 128 pages
April 2021
All rights available

Religion & Society

PSYCHOLOGY &
LIFESTYLE

Gerald Hüther
Unkindness Makes You ill
•
•

Progress in medical health care is impressive, yet
many of us still suffer in "body and soul".
Neurobiologist Gerald Hüther shows why the best
and most expensive health care systems in the
world cannot heal us. Because health is
inseparably interwoven with love. Every healing
process is ultimately a self-healing process of the
body. Core factors here are empathy and care,
which we sadly do not always receive or give. This
book puts us back on track.

60099 / [481] / 208 pages
February 2021
Italian, Korean, Latvian, Polish and Spanish rights sold

Psychology &
Lifestyle

Donja Gilan / Isabella Helmreich
Resilience
•
•

The art of resistance
Resilience is the magic word of our time. It’s the
special ability of people to overcome crises and
difficult life circumstances and to emerge
strengthened. But caution is called for. The authors
from the Leibniz Institute for Resilience Research in
Mainz not only provide an overview of resilience
research, but show its possibilities and its limitations.
They also highlight the dangers of an over-optimised
society. Basic knowledge on various aspects of
resilience, written by two renowned experts from
Germany's largest resilience centre.

60098 / [481] / 192 pages
April 2021
All rights available

Psychology &
Lifestyle

Uli Bott
Whinge Free
•
•

Why parenting doesn't work and how children
outgrow themselves
A book for parents who are tired of all the
complaining and shouting, who want to support
their children instead of educating them. Whinge
free stands for a relaxed everyday life where
everyone's needs can be met. For an appreciative
partnership between parents and a mindful
parent-child relationship. Family should, must and
can mean happiness. Parenting is easy when you
know how to do it.

60400 / [484] / 160 pages
May 2021
All rights available

Psychology &
Lifestyle

Janis McDavid
All the others already exist
•
•

The art of being yourself
Born without arms and legs, Janis McDavid
challenges common clichés and beliefs sometimes provocatively - and motivates people
to find their own paths. He shares his experiences,
gives examples and reveals which exercises and
measures have enabled him to recognise,
appreciate and use his own feelings of self-worth.

62345 / [481] / 208 pages
May 2021
All rights available

Psychology &
Lifestyle

Udo Baer
Male Dignity
•

In the hamster wheel of expectations, many men
run after supposed ideals: the perfect son, the
ideal husband, the best father etc. Behind all this
lies an incessant search for identity, for esteem
and dignity. Dignity is not given, it arises when
people appreciate others and when they are
appreciated

03277 / [481] / 256 pages
March 2021
All rights available

Psychology &
Lifestyle

Thomas Fritzsche
The Woman whose Arm droops
•
•

And other stories from psychological practice
Mrs. Jonas' arm has been paralysed for months,
the doctors are at a loss. Then there’s a pointer to
her mother-in-law and her fate take an
unexpected turn. 16-year-old Nadja doesn't speak,
but her teddy bear does. Case stories that
sometimes shock, sometimes make us smile, but
all illustrate how clever our subconscious is, how
creative the solutions are with which it helps us to
master life. Thomas Fritzsche looks back on 30
years experience as a psychotherapist.

63007 / [534] / 192 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Psychology &
Lifestyle

Sigrid Engelbrecht
Silence
•
•

The secret of inner strength
Silence has become rare, almost a luxury. In a noisy
world where we communicate constantly, are
exposed to countless stimuli and stress is
omnipresent, there is often not much time to pause.
Yet regular time-outs are essential for our well-being.
Silence keeps us healthy, promotes our creativity,
brings us into balance - and much more. But how can
we integrate stillness into our lives? Sigrid
Engelbrecht has inspiring ideas. She presents practical
exercises and invites us to discover places of stillness
and relaxation. A book that encourages us to
rediscover silence and benefit from it.

65400 / [481] / 160 pages
March 2021
All rights available

Psychology &
Lifestyle

HISTORY & POLITICS

Sophie von Bechtolsheim
Stauffenberg . Sequel
•
•

Twelve encounters with history
Following her successful book, „Stauffenberg. My
grandfather was not an assassin” Sophie von
Bechtolsheim received many letters and emails telling of
the effect National Socialism had had on people’s family
history. In her new book, she writes of encounters with
people who have written to her about the formative
power of history and issues that preoccupy us all: What
causes us to act the way we do? What external
circumstances are decisive? How much freedom does the
individual have in determining his or her life? The result
is a remarkable account of German family history over
the last 100 years.

38730 / [940] / 208 pages
March 2021
All rights available

History & Politics

Thomas de Maizière / Karl-Ludwig Kley
The Art of Good Management
•
•

•

Power in the economy and politics
Two of the most important decision-makers in politics
and the economy share their experiences as
executives and provide an excellent insight into the
hub of power.
Taking a look behind the scenes this book examines
good and not so good ways of dealing with power.
The authors challenge entrenched notions of top
managers and top politicians as well as providing
insight into what distinguishes the economy from
politics and what they both have in common.

38715 / [970] / 288 pages
February 2021
All rights available

History & Politics

Matthias Meisner / Heike Kleffner (eds)
Lack of Minimum Distance
•
•

The Corona crisis and the alliance of enemies of
democracy
The Corona crisis has revealed how deeply rooted
scepticism about parliamentary democracy and scientific
knowledge has become. Opponents of vaccinations,
climate sceptics, conspiracy theorists, citizens of the
Reich, neo-Nazis and esotericists march side by side. This
book analyses a disturbing alliance that rejects
democracy and science and can even channel justified
scepticism and legitimate protest on to extreme paths.
The editors conduct a well-founded examination of the
individual groups and milieus and explain how they are
interconnected.

39037 / [970] / 272 pages
April 2021
All rights available

History & Politics

Sönke Neitzel / Bastian Matteo Scianna
Bloody Abstention
•
•

Germany’s role in the Syrian War
The authors are historians. In their book they analyse
Germany's Syria policy since 2011. They highlight the
problems of a foreign policy that is partly responsible
for the catastrophic situation in Syria and the large
movements of refugees from there. The authors note
a discrepancy between the economic power of the
Federal Republic of Germany and its willingness to
adopt more political responsibility in international
crisis management.

39037 / [940] / 160 pages
May 2021
All rights available

History & Politics

Christian Schwarz-Schilling
Frittered Peace in Bosnia
•
•

Europe’s failure on the Balkans
The author resigned as minister from Helmut Kohl’s
government due to disagreements relating to the
government’s inactivity regarding atrocities during
the Yugoslav wars. His book provides a shrewd
analysis of German foreign policy and German human
rights policy. 25 years after the Dayton Peace
Agreement, Schwarz-Schilling reflects on lessons
learnt. Germany is still hesitant in its dealings with
brutal wars as well as in its relations with the Balkans.
Germany runs the risk of losing the Balkans from
Europe.

38908 / [948] / 480 pages
November 2020
All rights available

History & Politics

Gerd Krumeich
The unresolved defeat
•
•

Trauma of the First World War and the Weimar
Republic
Defeat in the First World War, the question of war
guilt and the problematic peace conditions of the
Treaty of Versailles of 1919 had a lasting impact on
Germany's political development. The "stab in the
back" legend became one of the most effective
propaganda weapons against the Weimar Republic.
Gerd Krumeich’s controversial book tells the story of
how the trauma of defeat led to a culture of hatred.
Now available in a revised edition.

07223 / [947] / 336 pages
April 2021
All rights available

History & Politics

EDUCATION

Renate Zimmer
MotoricPlus Manual
•
•

Observation of children's psychomotor skills in
everyday life at day care centres.
MotorikPlus is a newly developed method for
observing and documenting motoric, sensory,
social, emotional and cognitive development
processes of children aged 1-6 years. In addition to
quantitative and qualitative findings, MotorikPlus
is also intended to help sharpen the focus on the
possibilities for supporting and promoting
children's competences. Also included are ideas
for play and movement.

39413 / [573] / 80 pages
March 2021
All rights available

Education

Regina Bestle-Körfer
Projects in Cay Care Centres: Police
•
•
•

Projects in day care centres: Police
Illustrations by Hans-Günther Döring
Following projects that have already appeared in
this series: fire brigade, feelings, seasons, woods,
starting school, this book deals with the theme of
the police. A fun way for pre-school children to
playfully discover what the police do. The author
provides many creative impulses on road safety –
another exciting project in this series for preschoolers.

38747 / [573] / 80 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Education

Heide Bergmann
Urban Gardening with Children
•
•

Sustainable garden projects for day care centres
Urban Gardening is a unique approach in the day
care landscape. The great thing is that it is easy to
get started - even without prior knowledge.
Sustainable gardening projects bring pre-school
children into close contact with the earth, plants
and animals. They also encourage their desire to
experiment, facilitate exciting discoveries involving
all the senses. What could be better suited to the
project series "Living the future - shaping the
world"?

38934 / [573] / 96 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Education

Renate Zimmer
Experiencing Movement in Day Care Centres
•
•
•

For children aged 3 and above
Learning through play
Children learn through play. Movement is one of
the motors for their physical, social, psychological
and cognitive development. Renate Zimmer
provides creative impulses for movement that are
easy to implement. Often all that is needed is an
old cardboard box, a rope or a cloth. Joy of
movement guaranteed!

38936 / [573] / 96 pages
January 2021
All rights available

Education

Renate Zimmer
A Little Ball Grammar!
•
•
•

A playful approach to language using ball games
Illustrated by Julia Ginsbach
Ball games enable children to access language in a
playful way. This book provides suggestions for
language education using ball games which can be
easily integrated into pre-school children’s daily
routines. For toddlers as well as for older
multilingual children and young people who are
learning German as a second language.

38690 / [573] / 112 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Education

Susanne Maier
Successful Team Meetings
•
•
•

Method cards for pre-school centres
Illustrated by Natalie Peter
These method cards provide perfect support to
lead structured and productive team meetings.
They can be implemented for the introduction and
conclusion of meetings; for team exchanges; for
brainstorming; for planning projects and for
moderating discussion rounds. Sketch notes
provide further impetus. For each phase of the
team meeting, the card box offers creative and
easy-to-implement methods, all of which
contribute to successful and productive meetings.

38634 / [573] / 40 pages
January 2021
All rights available

Education

Nadia Quast
Celebrating Festivals with Children in Crèches
•

Rituals are important for young children to
experience orientation and security. Traditions and
annual rhythms are still new for children of this
age group. Staff in crèches need to introduce the
theme of "celebration" in a mindful way. Children
become aware of the special atmosphere, simple
background and symbolism. But first and foremost
it is about having fun and experiencing doing
things together.

38704 / [573] / 80 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Education

Michael Fink
Free Play Impulses: Painting and Designing
•
•

A practical guide
Implementing inclusion in pre-school is not only an
ethical but also a social task for which early
childhood educators are often insufficiently
prepared. Not every child is able to participate
fully in the day-to-day life of pre-school centres.
This book improves the understanding of inclusion
and provides encouragement and practical
examples for a common and pragmatic
implementation in everyday life at day care
centres.

38946 / [573] / 64 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Education

Gerhard Friedrich
Come on, let’s Discover and Invent Something New
•
•

An action book of early technical education with
numerous photos
Gerhard Friedrich introduces children in day care
centres to the world of technology in a playful way.
Following a brief introduction to early technical
education there is a large practical section with
numerous photos, e.g. on tool proficiency, building
a ropeway, constructing a bridge or a tin
telephone. Children enter on a journey of
discovery. Just open the book and get started!

38705 / [573] / 160 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Education

Brigitte Wilmes-Mielenhausen
Fun Circle Games
•
•
•

For day care centres
Illustrated by Katja Jäger
Every child will love to join in these great circle
games! Circle games promote openness, selfesteem, build up trust – and are great fun! No
wonder that traditional circle games are so
popular in crèches! This book contains activities
for different times of the day, movement and
dance activities, perception and relaxation
activities as well as seasonal activities.

38732 / [573] / 80 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Education

Bärbel Freitag
Cardboard, Wool, Wood and Fabric
•
•
•

Workbook for children
Illustrated by Hannah Rosa Freitag
Scraps of cardboard, wool, wood and fabric
abound, yet they are far too good to throw away!
This book shows how to create magical items and
toys from these four materials plus a few
additional utensils. Valuable tips for project ideas
and their implementation. A creative book for the
family, for kindergarten and primary school, full of
fun ideas to try out.

38933 / [573] / 112 pages
February 2021
All rights available

Education

Manja Plehn / Stefan Appel
Room Design
•

•

Pedagogical development and guidance.
Guaranteeing quality for toddlers, after-school
care and in-school care
Room design should provide a good learning
ambience and make children feel happy and safe.
This also means providing the necessary space to
suit children’s educational and free-play needs.
The authors provide staff with guidance and
information on successful and high quality room
design for schools, from the choice of colours to
room dividers – and much more.

38607 / [573] / 96 pages
January 2021
All rights available

Education

